PRODUCT PROFILE
X006562 12” Quick Release Dust Cup
with Dust Dumpa
The X006562 12”Quick Release Dust Cup with Dust Dumpa has been
released as a replacement for the P902340 Cone Cup with Dust Dumpa.

Application
Donaldson SRG & SSG

Cone Cup with Dust Dumpa

Air Cleaners

Quick Release Dust Cup with Dust Dumpa

How It Works
When installed on the
lower body assembly, the
rubber connector
quick release dust cup
opened for easy view

vibrates during normal
vehicle operation and

The benefits of using the X006562 12” Quick Release Dust Cup with Dust Dumpa in place

gravity expels the

of the P902340 Cone Cup with Dust Dumpa are:

precleaned



The X006562 uses a quick release vacuator style dust cup that has a latched trapdoor



Monitoring the condition of the Donaclone (cyclone) precleaner tubes as well as



There is no longer any need to completely remove the dust cup to inspect the tubes,



Maintenance costs are greatly reduced and machine uptime is increased as removing

rather than a fixed cone shaped cup;

dust.

contaminant build up in the bottom of the lower body is now a simple latch away;
322mm

one latch and you’re done;
and reinstalling dust cups is very time consuming, plus there is always the danger
that the o-ring that fits between the top of the dust cup and the bottom of the lower
body of the air cleaner could be dislodged, or even fall off during this operation,
resulting in loss of precleaner efficiency;

522mm

The X006562 is also fitted as standard with the P618619 upgrade trapdoor gasket that
ensures the seal between the trapdoor and cup is airtight. Any leak in this area will
greatly reduce the efficiency of the precleaner tubes (refer Product Profile 10PB001 for

370mm

more details);


Dust Dumpa ensures that the dirt separated by the precleaner tubes is quickly expelled
via the vacuator valve, which not only keeps the precleaner tubes clean and operating

68mm

at peak efficiency, but also helps to prevent dirt build up in the bottom of the lower
body. The clear tube makes monitoring the bottom end of the air cleaner much
simpler, saving maintenance costs and increasing machine uptime (for more details
about the Dust Dumpa, refer Product Profile 10PB001).
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